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Abstract. A class of hyper regular polyhedron in 16 dimensional Euclid space is intro-
duced as a class of binary block codes of length 16. Each code has 256 codewords. The
minimum Euclid distance in the proposed code is 2v~. The 256 codew&ds compose a
regular hyperpolyhedron in the 16 dimensional signal space.

A class of generalized Ha~lamard m~trices (polyphase matrices), each of which is a cubic
root for the unit matrix, are also reviewed.

1 Introduction
Binary code, which composes hyper regular polyhedron in 16 dimensional Euclid space,
ha~i been discovered for the first by Nordostrom and Robinson as Nordostrom-Robinson
Code[5]. It had been discovered for the second by Suehiro in 199116] as a class of binary
codes derived from even-shift orthogonal sequences. It also has been discovered for the
third by Hammons, Kumar, Calderbank, Sloane and Sole in 199217] as another class of
binary codes derived from a class of four phase sequences. All of these codes have different
correlation property each other as sequences. This paper discuss on the second class of
codes proposed by the author.

Hatori, et.al.[1] defined and searched "even-shift orthogonal sequences." A binary se-
quence, whose elements are 1 or -1, is called an even-shift orthogonal sequence, when every
even-shift term in the autocorrelation function is 0 except the 0-shift term. (The concept
of even-shift orthogonal sequences has been generalized by Suehiro, et. al.[3] as N-shift
cross-orthogonal sequences.) Hatori, et.al, found 192 even-shift orthogonal sequenced of
length 16 by computer search.

Suehiro et.al, discovered that the set of 192 even-shift orthogonal sequence divided
into two sets, each of which containes 96 even-shift orthogonal sequences with minimum
Hamming distance 6.
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Suehiro et.al.[4] also discovered a class of Hadamard matrices, all of whose rows are
even-shiR orthogonal sequences. Let N = 4", and H be a Sylvester type N x N Hadamard
matrix, and A be an N x N diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements correspond an even-
shift orthogonal sequences. Then it can be proved that all rows in a matrix HA are
even-shift oethogonal sequences.

2 A Class of Binary Block Codes of Length 16 which
Compose 16 Dimensional Hyper Regular Polyhe-
dron

Let 16 x 16 dimensional Sylvester type Hadamard matrix B be defined as

where + denotes I, - denotes -I, and ® denotes Cronecker product.
Let even-shift orthogonal sequences of length 16 $I, $2 and $3 be defined as

~Sl=(+ - - + + - + - + + )

~s2=(+ - + - + + - - - + + )
~$3=(+ - + + - + - - + - - - + - --)

where tS1 denotes transposed Sl, so that each Hamming distance is 6. Let a 16 x 16
dimensional diagonal matrix Ast be also defined that the connected dia~onal elements in
the diagonal matrix compose the binary vector SI. 16 x 16 dimensional diagonal matrices
Ass and As, are defined similarly.

Let 16 dimensional vectors TI, T2 and T3 be defined as

Tz = BSz, T2 = BS~, T3 = BS3

where B is the 16 dimensional Sy[vester type [-[edamaxd m~txix. Then

~Tt=(- + + + + - + + + + - + - - -+)

~T~=(- + + - + + - - + + + + - + -+)
=T3=(- + + + + + - + + - _ _ + + -+).

We can say Sz, $2 and $3 a~e "white for B", because all elements in BSt, BS2 and
BS3 have the same absolute value. Farthermore, since B~ = I, Sl = BT1, Sz = BT=
and $3 = BT3. So, Tt, T2 and T3 are also white for B. Thus, it has been shown that
St, $2, $3, TI, T2 and T3 are binary vectors which are white for B.

Let U~ be defined as

~ol=(- - - + - + + + - + + + + + +_).
Ux is obtained from $1, S:=, Sz, Tx, T~ and T~ by multiplying corresponding elements.
For example, the first element in U1 is obtained by multiplying the first elements in these
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6 vectors as
-1= 1 x 1 x 1 x (-1) x (-1) × (-1).

It can be shown by computing that all rows in BAs,, BAs2, BAss, BAT,, BAT2, BATs
and BAy, are binary vectors which are white for B, where ATe, At2, AT~ and Acr~ are defined
similarly as As1.

We can make a new binary block code composed of all rows in BAs,, -BAs,, BAs~,
-BAs~, BAse, -BAss, BAT~, -BAT,, BATs, -BAT~, BA~s, -BA~"s, BAy,, -BAud, B
and -B. All words in this binary block code are length 16. The number of this code is
256. Each of 32 words obtained from B and -B is transformed into a pulse by B. The
remained 224 words are white for B. The minimum Euclid distance in this code is 2v~.

We can make another code of the same property from the remained 96 even-shift orthog-
onal sequences similarly.

3 A Class of Polyphase Matrices  each of which is a
Cubic l oot for the Unit Matrix

A class of polyphase matrices, each of which is a cubic root for the unit mtrix, has been
proposed[2]. In this section, the theory is reviewed.

Let rn and n be natural numbers. N is defined as N = rn". Let i, io,il,j, jo and jl be
integers, where

0<i<N2-1, 0<io< N-l, O<il<N-1

i0 is defined as

O<_j < N2-1, 0<j0_<N-1, O< jl <_N-1
i = ioN + i~, j = doN + ja.

i’o = (ioo, iol, ...., io(,,-~)),
where

io = ioom"-~ + io~rn"-2 + .... + i0(,_~)rn°, 0 < i0~ < m - 1.
i~,j0 and j~ are defined similarly. Let H be an N2 x N2 matrix, where

[Theorem 1]

H = [h(i,j)],
1h(i,j) = -~

H3=I
where I is a unit matrix, and i:j~ is the inner product between il ~nd jo.
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